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SUMMARY

Inspection on February 22-29, 1984

. Areas ~ Inspected,

'This routine unannounced -inspection involved 130 inspector-hours on site,
including 30 hours of-backshift and weekend effort, in the areas of licensee
commitments prior to plant startup, corrective items concerning an Unusual Event,
routine inspection observations, review. of temporary changes, review of Off

= Normal Operating Procedures, review of Auxiliary Feedwater system operability,_g

and Technical Specification (TS) review.

Results
'

.0f the seven areas inspected, no violations were identified in three areas, one
violation was identified in one area (failure to implerent Auxiliary Feedwater
TS - paragraph 10; and several examples' ~of a previous violation (250, 251/

.

84-04-02) were identified ' paragraphs 4, 6,- 7, and 8.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

' Licensee _ Empl oyees

*C. J. Baker, Plant Manager - Nuclear
*J. P. Mendieta, Maintenance Superintendent - Nuclear

' *D. 'W. Haase, Operations Superintendent - Nuclear
J. W. Kappes, Instrumentation and Control Supervisor

*T. A.. Finn, Operations Supervicor
*V A. Kaminskas, Reactor Engineering Supervisor
*D. J. Jones, Quality _ Control Supervisor
*J. A. Labarraque, Tecnnical Department Supervisor
J.- Arias, Licensing Engineer

M4. J. Crisler, Operations QA Supervisor
C. C. Crothers, Security Shift Superv.;or

Other -licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
technicians, operators, mechanics, and security force members.

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

. 'The-inspectier, scope and findings were summarized on February 29, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspectors conducted
frequent unprogrammed discussions with the plant manager and various members
of his' supervisory staff. The licensee made several comittments during the
exit interview:

.a.- The licensee committed to supply the NRC with updated drawings of the
Instrument Air.and back-up Nitrogen systems, which interface with the
Auxiliary Feedwater system (AFW) ' air operated flow control valves
CV2816, . CV2817, and CV2818, by 12:00 p.m. on March 1,1983. The
licensee also committed to supply the NRC with available off normal,
normal and alignment procedures for the instrument air system, if they
exist.

b. The licensee committed to review the boron injection tank high pressure
condition for safety related concerns. The review will be completed by

- the close of business on March 30, 1984, and the resolution of safety
issues will be incicded in the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC)
minutes,

c. The licensee committted to review with NRR and submit applicable
(TS) changes for TS 3.8, TS 3.1.1 and Limiting Safety System Setting
(LSSS) 2.1. Applicable TS change requests were committed to be
submitted within 90 days from the date of this report.
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E. Questions were raised concerning the alignment verification and test ofd
the Instrument . Air and AFW systems during the exit interview. In a

: telephone call immediately following the exit interview (Baker-Jenison)
the licensee committeu to an operational test of the AFW system and an
alignment verification program for instrument air prior to the startupr-
of Unit 4 scheduled for February 29,

3. O censee' Action on. Previous Enforcement' Matters

Not inspected.

4. Confirmation of' Action Letter Item Status

iListed' ' below is the status, prior to the starup of Units 3 and 4, of
licensee actions that were committed to in letter L-84-36 dated February 21,
1984, in response to an NRC Region II Confirmation of Action Letter CAL
50-250/84-01 and CAL 50-251/84-01, dated February 16, 1984:

a. Switch ' realignment will be made in Bay 6 and on the Flagami 2 line
'which will assure electrical isolation of the nuclear units and the
fossil units, and isolation between .the nuclear units in the switch-

Tyard.

An internal Florida Power and Light memo (author - Mr. West) which
described the ~ completed electrical isolation of the fossil units and
the nuclear units was reviewed, in addition to the equipment clearance
' order and independent verification for this item. This item is
complete.

.b. Pending long' term design changes and modifications, Units 3 and 4 will
be' operated +1th each units C bus -powered from the other unit C

' transformer. The' . feed breaker from each unit C transformer to its
respective C bus will be maintained in a racked out configuration to

. preclude inadvertent operation.

. Prior' to the startup of Unit 4, the 4C bus was powered from the 3C
transformer and Unit 3C bus was undergoing functional testing. The
inspector verified ~ the racked out configuration of feed breaker
4AA22 for Unit 4 in addition to:

4AA09, 4A 4KV to 4B 4KV and 4C 4KV
4AB22, 4B 4KV to 4A 4KV and 4C 4KV
4AC03, cranking diesel tie to 4C 4KV'

4AC13, 4C 4KV tie to 4A 4KV and 4B 4KV
4AC16, 4C transformer tie to 4C 4KV

- _ -_ -... .- . . -, - -- -- -- - .- .--- -,
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Prior to Unit 3 startup the inspector verified the racked out
configuration of the following breakers.!-

3AA09, 3A 4KV to 3B 4KV and 3C 4KV
3AB22, 3B 4KV to 3A 4KV and 3C 4KV
3AC03, cranking diesel tie to 3C 4KV
3AC13, 3C 4KV tie to 3A 4KV and 38 4KV
3AC16, 3C transformer tie to 3C bus

3AA22, 4A startup transformer to 3A 4KV bus

Subsequent to the startup of both Units it was identified that there
were several material deficiencies within the inner workings of these
breakers. These material deficiencies resultet in a shutdown of both
units on February 29 until all the 3C and 4C breakers could be
disassembled and inspected. This item will be reviewed as inspector
followup item 250, 251/84-09-01.

c.- -Plant procedures for the alignment and administrative control of
offsite and onsite power sources will be finalized, reviewed by the
Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC), and required operator training
will be complete. The following procedures were reviewed for clarity

L consistency, PNSC review, and for basic technical content:

AP 0103.5 Administrative Control of Valves and Locks
AP 0103.19 Monthly Verification of Safety Related System Flow Paths

.0N0P 0208.12 Annunciator List - Panel X - Common
OP 0202.2 Unit Startup - Hot Shutdcwn to Power'0peration
OP 9400.2 C 4160 Bus Operation
OP 9400.3 -Racking C 4160 Volt and E, F and G 480 Volt Load Center

Switchgear
0" 9308.1 Startup Transformer - Malfunction

' Cr 9408.2 Energizing 4KV Buses Using the Cranking Diesels, Bus
Tie Lines or Startup Transformer from the Opposite
Unit

OP 9408.3 Loss of Voltage to C 4160 Volt Bus
ONOP 9408.1 Loss of A or B 4KV Bus
E0P 20004 Loss of Offsite Power
E0P 20007 Loss of All AC Power

Procedures EP 20004 and EP 20007 had been updated using the on-the-spot
change (OTSC) procedure. The inadequacy of the OTSC method for
emergency procedures was not recognized by the inspector prior to the
startup of Unit 3 or.4 (see paragraph 7).

The implementation of the mentioned procedures was reviewed prior to
the startup of Unit 4 on February 23, 1933. The following procedures
were not found in the index: OP 9400.3, OP 9400.2 and OP 9408.3. It
would 'tue difficult for an operator to locate a new procedure if it were
not in the index.~ It was noted that the following day, the day-shift
administrative assistant was in the process of updating the index.

,
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Procedure 9308.1,' dated September 27, 1977, had not been' removed from
-the. control room operating procedure' log and was in such a position

!<
.

'

,that it appeared to'be_the most current procedure. This is an example, s
~ f Ta L previous-. violation (250, 251/84-04-02), inadequate. managemento <

controls.1 The improper procedure was removed and-the proper procedure '

,

~ repositioned.
.

The' comitted to training was accomplished initially by classroom and_

individual training using FPL Training Brief.7. - The amended permanent*

procedures were_not written prior to the commencement of-the training-

program,= therefore the trcining was conducted on the equivalent-

i emporary: Operating ' Procedures. . The licensee reviewed this trainingT
,

- ; prior 'to the startup of Unit 4 and found it to be inadequate. '

. Additional training was . conducted for- those operators on shift using
FPL. Training Brief 7a. . The licensee has committed to the completion of

~ !the 7a training prior to letting operators assume the watch. The
(inspector. reviewed the . training qualification of two subsequent shifts
cand. found all operators had' completed the . training. FPL memo
.(T. A. Finn of February 24, 1984), identifies those operators who.

. haven't been totally trained and establishes a program to prevent them.

from taking the watch until they are trained. This item is complete.-

d.. Administrative controls will be' in place which will assure that both
startup transformers are operable whehaver either nuclear unit is above
50% rated-feedwater flow.-

Administrative Prnedure 0202.2 was reviewed and found to be adequate.
This item is complete.>

e.; , Three vibration . sensitive relays on each of the 3C and 4C 4Kv switch-
gear panels wil_1 be relocated to stationary panels.

m The~ completion: of the removal of _ Unit 4 4KV door mounted motion
sensitive -' relays was verified by.' reviewing PC/M 84-37 prior to the
:startup of Unit.4. This-item-is closed,4

f. InJaddition to ' reviews by the PNSC, the Company Nuclear Review. Board
has- reviewed and concurred with the C' bus = modification and preposed
Jinterim operating configuration prior to returning either unit to power
: operation.

s

;This item was verified complete on February 23, 1984, prior to the
startup of Units 3 and 4, ~and is closed.

;g. A review of the runback features of the turbine will be conducted.

PNSC Meeting 84-13 evaluated why ncither unit showed a turbine runback
indication and tripped during a recent transient. The indication of a
turbine load -increase after the loss of a feedwater pump was also
discussed. It was determined that the increase ~in load was due to an

~
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-increase in steam pressure (energy) which would normally be absorbed by
incoming colder feeowater. The inspector had no questions.

Although an' engineiring study by the AE was conducted on the design
changes that added the,3C and 4C buses, and this data was reviewed by
Plant Management, the review was inadequate because the maintenance was
cons _idered non-safety-related. The above design change incorporating'

Plant Change / Modifications '82-97, -99, -100 and -101 which changed the
load configuration of safety-related busses as described in the FSAR

n . was :not reviewed by the PNSC and, consequently, an unreviewed safety
-question determination was not documented by the PNSC. The interlocks
:between the different relays were not actually understood. There were
also. no' normal or off-normal procedures established which considered
these design changes. As a result, an electrical / personnel fault caused

:a? plant' to be in a natural circulation condition in which plant
'

, - depressurization and plant cooldown rate were not controlled. The RCS-

* was depressurized to approxniately 1550 psig and pressurizer level was
offscale low. This is a failure _ to conduct an adequate review of a
design change -and failure to control maintenance and operational
activities (violation 84-09-05).

;5. Lorrective Actions Concerning a January 5, 1984, Unusual Event
'

- Corrective a'ctions concerning a~ reported gaseous radioactive ' release from
Unit 4 were committed to 'during -a meeting between Mr. H. C. Dance of the
NRC,.and Mr.-C. Baker. The licensee committed'to the following actions to
be completed prior.to May 30, 1984:

<

La .- The Plant Radiochemist'should be notified to review all radioactive
release. values prior'to their being reported to offsite agencies, (NRC,

jState of Florida);-

bh : Chemistry technicians should perform radioactive release calculations
in Emergency Procedure 20126;

'

ic. 1The ! Plant Supervisor, Nuclear (PS-N) should not delay the initial
.reportL to offsite agencies because confirmed radiological release
information is .not yet available. The PS-N can report generalized

~

release - information initially,- (insignificant, significant) and
6. tollowup-with actual activity values when obtained and confirmed by the-

. Plant Radiochemist;-

~d.E _ Repair and calibration of SPING 4 monitors;
'

e.1 : Training of control: room personnel (STA, PS-N) in the methodology of
. calculating radioactive releases. Training should include recognition

-
.* of ' activity values and 'their significance as a release;

p f. Delegation' of < specific; personnel . responsible for calculating offsite
releases during an emergency. The same personnel should always perform
release calculations. 'More intensive training may be appropriate for
these personnel;

a:,
,
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g. Review of Emergency Procedure (EP) 20103, Classification of
Emergencies. Notification of Significant Events to NRC Criteria, AP
0103.12, may also be included in EP 20103 to group all reporting
conditions into one reference. Changes in classification guidelines
(in particular the reporting criteria for offsite releases) may also be
in order. -

A review of these items indicated partial completion of items a, b, d and e.
Licensee management discussed these items with the inspector and expects to
meet the May comittment. J

6. Routine Inspection

By observations during the inspection period, the inspector verified that
the control room manning requirements were being met. In addition, the
inspector observed shift turnover to verify that continuity of system status
was maintained. The inspector periodicall" questioned shift personnel
relative to their awareness of plant conditions. -

Unit 3 Boron Injection Tank (BIT) indicated high pressure and remained in -

..

the alarm condition. No Plant Work Order (PW0) sticker or out of service T4
sticker was affixed to the annuciator tile. The safety injection line d
between the loop isolation check valves and the discharge isolation check k
valve for the safety injection pump had been pressurized to Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) pressure. Several PW0's were written including PWO 360818 to .

repair valves 3-850F, 869, 849A, 883R, 849 and 851C; all suspected of
leaking. This situation had not been given priority attention nor had it
been reviewed as a safety question by the PNSC.

Unit 4 pressurizer relief tank annunciator indicated high temperature and
remained in the alarm condition. Operating Procedure 1300.1, Pressure a

Relief Tank Operations, step 8.6 requires a purge of the tank, by tne
operator, in order to bring the temperature below 120 F. The operator
stated that the normal condition was about 200 F and that he was unable to
maintain the tank below 120 F. The inspector could identify no corrective
action taken by the licensee to eliminate this situation.

.

4

Unit 4 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) bypass relays were vibrating and
chattering from within miscellaneous relay cabinet R-47. The inspector
observed the noise for a considerable period of time. When questioned the
Reactor Operator easily removed the cause of the relay chatter by adjusting
RHR flow.

. .

During a Reactor Operator turnover on Unit 4 the oncoming operator was not
made aware of an ongoing DC bus ground surveillance which was in progress.
When the reactor coolant pump "4ABC UF Trip CKT Failure" annunciator
alarmed, he was confused. The NPS stated that there was no outstanding PWO
to correct the ground and that the ground was an on going problem.:

.

r .
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These examples collectively constitute a failure to take prompt corrective
action and support a previous violation (250, 251/84-04-02) inadequate
management. control. These items will be reviewed as inspector followup item

.

(250,.251/84-09-02).

.During-the. course of the inspection, observations relative to protected and
vital area 1 security were made, including access controls, boundary inte-
grity, search, escort, and badging. Several potential violations were noted'

t Land will_. be investigated in a. followup inspection conducted commencingx

March 6, 1984.

On a regular basis, radiation work procedures (RWPs) were reviewed and the
specift: work activity was monitored to assure that activities were. being
conducted per the ' RWPs.- Radiation protection instruments were verified

! operable and calibration / check frequencies were reviewed for completeness.

"The~ inspector kept informed, on a daily basis, of the overall status of both
.

' uni.ts .and of any significant safety matters related to plant operations.
LDiscussions1were held with plant management and various members of the
0peration staff on a regular basis. Selected portions of operating logs and
data _ sheets were. reviewed daily.

JThe' inspector conducted various plant tours and made frequent visits to the
control room. Observations included: witnessing work activities in.

. progress, verifying the status of operating and standby safety systems and
equipment, confirming valve positions, instrument and recording readings,

. annunciator alarms, housekeeping and vital area controls.

.7. AP. 0109.3 On the Spot Chan,;es (OTSC) to Procedures

O .OTSC to'EP 20004, EP 20007 and 0P 7309.1 were reviewed and several examples
~ % of inadequatelyli_mplemented procedures were noted. EP 20004 and'EP 20007

Twere' updated using OTSC 1934 and 1932. AP. 0109.3 requires the " working'

copy" of the procedure to have the OTSC attached.. EP 20004 and EP 20007 did
.not have the OTSC' attached to the control room copy of the procedures. OTSC
1984 and'1992, used to ammend OP 7307.1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System, were'

<

_

reviewed for,the procedures completed on February 24, 1984. Section 8.5.21
; was _ deleted 'in the ' body 'of the procedure and was. not singularly called out

~on'the cover page of the OTSC. Step 8.6 was not. initialed as required by
the OTSC..' Step 8.7 was identified.on the cover page of the OTSC but did not
exist in the body of the procedure. OTSC required an entry for each unit in
the first step of OP;7309.1 which was not made. These examples collectively
constitute ' an f example' of a previously identified violation (250,
~251/84-04-02 , , and, will be reviewed as inspector followup item (250,

H '251/84-09-03 .--

"f3
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8. 0ff - Normal Operating Procedure (0N0P) 0208.1, Appendix A - Shutdown
Resulting from Reactor Trip or Turbine Trip - Post Trip Review

The Post Trip Review sheets were examined for the following reactor / turbine
trips:

Unit Date Indicated Root Cause

3 1/8/84 'A' feedwater regulator valve failed close
3 1/8/84 High steam flow indication while attempting

to bypass and reduce differential pressure
cross the main steam isolation valves

3 2/12/84 Deenergization of the NE 240 KV Bus
4 2/12/84 Accidental deerergization of the 4C bus
3 2/16/84 4AC01 Protection Relay Actuation
4 2/16/84 4AC01 Protection Relay failure

Several examples were noted where the completion of the post trip review
sheet - Appendix A was inadequate.

The root cause, as stated in the post trip review for the February 12 Unit 4
reactor trip, was in error, in that it did not mention the interlock related
failure between breakers 4AC01 and 4AC16, as the licensee was not knowledge-
able of the operational breaker interlocks.

The February 16,1984 Unit 3 and Unit 4 trips list only 4AC01 protection
relay actuation and 4AC01 protection relay failure respectively. The Unit 3
post trip review references an Auxiliary Feedwater Pump LC0 and the Unit 4
post trip review does not.

The January 8, 1984 post trip review of the 7:35 a.m. trip on Unit 3 does
not address Engineered Safety Feature actuation but the Licensee Event
Report indicates that Engineered Safety Feature actuations occurred.

The administrative review process used by the licensee to evaluate the post
trip review sheet was examined by the inspector. The plant manager is not
in the routing chain for these documents, and they oon't have to be signed
by him. He does; however, get a duplicate copy by an unof#icial route. It

is possible for the operation supervisor to authorize a plant startup
following a trip of unknown cause and not have the plant manager review the
post trip sheet.

These examples represent a failure to implement an adequate post trip review
in accordance with ON0P 0208.1 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria II, and
are further examples of a previous violation (250, 251/84-04-02) inadequate
inanagement controls, and will be reviewed as inspector followup item (250,
251/84-09-04).

9. TS Review

A review' of certain TS was n'ade in conjunction with the normal inspection
program. TS 3.8 and TS 3.1.1 along with LSSS 2.1 were discussed with the
licensee and a commitment to discuss them with NRR and request TS amendments
within 90 days of the date of this report was made by the licensee.

L
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10._ Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System Operability

The sequence of events prior to the startup of Units 3 and 4 on February 24
and 23_respectively are as follows:

Time
Date Event

0730 Unit 3 exceeded 350 F while Unit 4 was in excess of 350 F.
2/23/84

0920 Unit 4 commenced startup with PNSC approval.
2/23/84

1000 Unit 4 was critical and less than 2% power. Unit 3 heatup
:2/23/84 continued from 380 F.

1203 B. AFW pump was tested with the differential pressure (dp)
7/23/84 cell installed, failed and was placed out of service

(00S).

1306 C AFW pump was tested and throttle shut for no reason.,
,

2/23/84-

1445 A AFW pump tested and the throttle could not be shut from
2/23/84- Unit 4 and had to be shut from Unit 3.

1529 C AcW pump tested, satisfactorily.
2/23/84

1608 The heatup of Unit 3 ordered stopped at 530 F by the PNSC.e

2/23/84_ ' Unit 4 is at 1% power.

; 1643 B AFW pump was tested satisfactorily without the dp cell.
:2/23/84

2130 B AFW pump was declared "in service" by the PNSC.
,
'

-2/23/84
,

2215 Unit 4 was released for operations by PNSC.
2/23/84

2320
_

Unit 3 was released for operations by PNSC.
2/23/84

10010 Unit 4 was greater than 2% power.
2/24/84

0630 Unit 3 com m eed reactor startup.
2/24/84

..-

L: -- _ _ - - _ - - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ . - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ . - _ - - _ _
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0835 B AFW pump was tested and failed. The dp cell had been
2/24/84' reinstalled without Nuclear Plant Supervisor (NPS)

approval at approximately 0130 February 24.
-

.Between the times of 1203 and 1528 on February 23, there were no AFW Pumps
which had completely passed an entire surveillance, and A AFW pump was the
only pump which had pumped rated flow in an acceptable manner. During this
period, both units were greater than 350'F and Unit 3 was heated from
approximately 400 F to 520 F. This is a violation of TS 3.8.4b (250,
251/84-09-05). In addition, between 0130 and 0835 on February 24, the B AFW
had the dp cell reinstalled without the knowledge of the NPS. This was the
result of allowing the maintenance technicians to remove and install
components by only making an entry on an Instrumentation and Control (IC)
shop log. This is a further example of a previous violation (250,
251/84-04-02) inadequate management control.

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the AFW system for Units 3
and 4. During these walkdowns cnd in conjunction with the investigation of
the failure of valve CV2818, it was determined that the instrument air
system had no drawing readily available to the operators, that the valves
were not independently verified, or locked into position and that no normal
or off normal operating procedures were available. The following concerns
were noted:

.a. Drawing 5610-M-399 Revision 11 was not up to date and does not reflect
the as built Air / Nitrogen system (as of February 29,1984). Specifi-

.cally the piping configuration for the electro-pneumatic converter does
-not reflect the as built condition. A cross-connect valve between
nitrogen bottles 2 and 3 exists, but is not shown on the drawing. Vent
valves located with each of the 12 AFW flow control valves were not
shown on any plant drawing. These vent valves were removed from the
system after 4-CV2818 failed to operate on February 23.

b. The Valtek flow control valves are not checked during the Monthly
Verification of Safety Related Systems Flowpaths, Administrative
Procedure 0103.19. Although these 12 valves are normally shut during
periods when the AFW ' system is not in use, the valve hand wheels are
kept locked in neutral (manual handwheel disengaged from valve). If

the hand wheel were to be locked and engaged vice disengaged the valves
could not automatically open. Note: If the nandwheel is locked in
the engaged position a flowpath can not exist.

c. The AFW flow control valves are on the locked valve list and are
checked ironthly to insure that each valve is locked and in neutral. A
visual means is available to verify that the valve handwheel is in
neutral, but it is not used because the visual indicators appear to be
misaligned. A lockwire is placed on the handwheel with a lead seal,
and if the seal is not broken, the valve is assumed to have its hand-
wheel still in neutral. At this time, the licensee had no plans to
repair the indicators and prefers to use lead seals. The application
of the lead seal is personally observed by a qualified SRO and a
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specially marked crimping tool is used. A review of the VALTEK
technical manual indicates that if the handwheel is not fully in
. neutral the valve stem will not be capable of full travel.

d. OP 7300.2 describes the operation of the Nitrogen Backup system for the
AFW system. It is a general document that does not describe the
desired valve manipulations to correctly line up the system.

e. OP 7300.3 AFW system - Operating Instructions, does not list any air
valves in the AFW valve line-up list. These valves have not been
routinely lined up when the AFW system lineup is checked. If the Air
and Nitrogen supply is isolated the Flow Control valve fails shut.

'

'f. OP 7300.3 AFW system - Operating Instructions, does not address how to
' place the handwheel in neutral to line the control valve up for
Automatic Operation nor does it describe how to visually verify that
the handwheel is in neutral.

.g. The licensee has not yet been able to supply a drawing showing the
flowpath for' compressed air from the compressors to the VALTEK valves.
The instrument air drawing in use in the control room does not show the
air flowpath,

c- h. OP 20005 Control Room Inaccessibility, references the air and Nitrogen
valves in a general way in step 5.6.1.3 this step does not address what
to do to the air / Nitrogen supply valve for train 3 valves CV-2831,
2832, and 2833. The step also implies more than one valve needs to be
shut to isolate air / Nitrogen to the CV valves, which is not true.

1.
'

The licensee committed to a review of the AFW and air / Nitrogen systems (AFW
task force - D. Haas) in order to examine the many outstanding issues.- This

-p licensee action will be reviewad as inspector followup item (250,
'251/84-09-06).

p ,
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